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Introduction 

Over the last few years there have been some significant developments at the Ministry 
including a review of our current systems and how they support the Ministry’s delivery of 
“corporate” services.  

Both MSD and Oranga Tamariki are currently transforming and as part of this both 
agencies have agreed to separate their finance and procurement systems, the first part 
of this separation enables each organisation to focus on the implementation of their new 
FMIS systems.  

MSD needs fit-for-purpose systems, business processes, people capability, and 
information to achieve the Ministry’s strategic direction and deliver on government’s 
expectations. As part of these changes, MSD will be implementing a new Oracle Financial 
Management Information System (FMIS) that will replace the current financial and 
contract management systems – most crucially our core financial system, KEA. These 
systems are an integral part of making payments to MSD’s clients and service providers, 
and ensuring we meet our core Public Finance Act requirements.  In light of the changing 
systems, processes and the separation of MSD and Oranga Tamariki, we need to 
redefine the future role of the National Accounting Centre (NAC).  

My vision is that the NAC will continue to play a key role in supporting the Ministry with 
transforming how we do our work by making it easier and safer for our people and by 
providing better information and smarter systems. We want our people to know we are 
committed to the best systems and feel like they are part of making the modern, 
adaptive future we talk about, happen. As part of the separation of shared services 
between Oranga Tamariki and MSD, I am pleased to share with you the outcome of our 
consultation on the transfer of the Care and Protection, Youth Justice, Residencies 
Adoption Service (CYRAS) and the Incidental Expense Card (IEP) administration roles 
within the National Accounting Centre (NAC) to Oranga Tamariki. 

I want to thank you for the considered feedback you shared. I can see from the depth 
and breadth of what you had to say that you have really thought about the implications 
of the proposed changes.  

Our priority has been to keep you at the centre of our focus and acknowledging the 
difficulty this separation process has been for everyone involved.  

I know you have been on a long journey and it has been a bumpy road at times. I want 
to thank you for your patience. We understand that change can be unsettling, so you are 
encouraged to talk to your manager at any time, or Benestar our Employment 
Assistance Programme provider. 

Karen Dawson 

Group General Manager, Commercial Operations 

People and Capability 
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Summary of what was proposed 

A process is in place to separate the range of corporate shared services being provided 
by MSD to Oranga Tamariki. This process was established after a review in 2018 with the 
formal agreement of the Chief Executives of MSD and Oranga Tamariki. The NAC shared 
services which is primarily based in Rotorua is the next scheduled move towards 
individual agency teams. 

It was proposed to transfer the CYRAS and IEP services and positions to Oranga 
Tamariki, under the provisions of the Public Service Act 2020 s86. These provisions 
provide the power to transfer employees between public service agencies where there is 
a transfer of functions from one public service agency to another where specific criteria 
is met. 

To enable Oranga Tamariki to provide CYRAS/IEP services as part of its Financial 
Operations function it was proposed that ten positions transfer over, made up of nine 
Financial Services Administrator (CYRAS) positions and one Operations Coordinator 
position. The current permanent and fixed term staff who hold these positions would 
transfer over on terms and conditions that are no less favourable than their current 
terms and conditions, subject to acceptance of an offer of employment.  

It was proposed to stand up the CYRAS/IEP functions in Oranga Tamariki on 1 August 
2021. It was also proposed that the ten transferring positions would report into a newly 
created Team Manager position that will sit in Oranga Tamariki’s newly established 
Financial Operations function.  

Between now and that time, MSD and Oranga Tamariki would work together to ensure 
that the separation and transfer happens in a way that maintains the current service 
levels until both agencies implement their new FMIS. 
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Decision 

After considering all the submissions received, I am confirming my final decisions on the 
following pages. The transfer of the CYRAS/IEP functions and the ten associated 
positions will be effective from 25 October 2021 onward.  The ten CYRAS staff will be 
offered employment with Oranga Tamariki on the same or similar terms and conditions.    

Relative to the proposal the key decisions are: 

Mechanism for transferring the CYRAS/IEP functions to Oranga Tamariki  
The transfer of CYRAS and IEP services, under the provisions of the Public Service Act 
2020, s86 will be undertaken. These provisions provide the power to transfer employees 
between public service agencies where there is a transfer of functions from one public 
service agency to another public service agency. 

Transfer of ten CYRAS/IEP positions to Oranga Tamariki  
The ten positions, made up of nine Financial Services Administrator (CYRAS) positions 
and one Operations Coordinator position, will transfer over to Oranga Tamariki and 
report into the newly created Team Manager position that will sit in Oranga Tamariki’s 
newly established Financial Operations function. The current permanent and fixed term 
staff who hold these positions will be offered to transfer over on terms and conditions 
that are no less favourable. The transfer of the CYRAS/IEP positions will align with the 
transfer of shared services to Oranga Tamariki. 

Oranga Tamariki establishing their CYRAS/IEP function  
Following your feedback, the decision has been made to delay the transfer of CYRAS/IEP 
positions until 25 October 2021. This will allow for a more detailed assessment of the 
CYRAS/IEP function to be undertaken by Oranga Tamariki to determine whether 
additional roles may be required to support the CYRAS/IEP function. Following this 
assessment, if additional 100% CYRAS/IEP roles are required, Oranga Tamariki will 
create these roles in their new Financial Operations function and MSD staff will be invited 
to apply for these roles through an Expression of Interest process. MSD staff interested 
in these additional CYRAS/IEP positions will be assessed by a panel (supported by MSD) 
to determine the most suitable applicant against the capability requirements.   Oranga 
Tamariki will complete a review of the CYRAS/IEP function 6 months after the stand-up 
date of 25 October 2021.  

Oranga Tamariki recruitment for their wider Financial Operations Function 
As Oranga Tamariki develop their new Financial Operations function, MSD NAC staff that 
are interested in applying for new positions will receive preferential status in their 
application and assessment for Oranga Tamariki’s new Financial Operations function 
roles. That means, all things being equal, and following the application and assessment 
process, our people will receive preference over an external candidate where the 
capability requirements are met. 

MSD to continue to provide a Shared Service 
MSD and Oranga Tamariki are working together to ensure that the separation and 
transfer happens in a way that maintains the current service levels for both agencies. 
This will be clearly outlined in the transition plan agreed to by both agencies. 














